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Abstract 
The static electric quae -upole moment Q 2+ and 
the B<E2;0+-»2+) of the first excited state of 

Pt have been determined using Coulomb 
excitation. The results are Q2+ • 0.79+0.12 
e b and B(E2;0+->2+) = 1.382+0.006 e 2b 2. The 
Bohr-Mottelson model and the 0(6) limit of 
the interacting boson model fail to reproduce 
these values when constrained to fit other 

196 
known properties of Pt. 
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One of the major current debates in nuclear structure 
physics concerns the relative utility of two models of the 
nucleus at low excitation energy - the Bohr-Mottelson or 
geometric model C1D and the interacting boson model (IBM) L21. 

196 
The nucleus Pt has been near the centre of this debate owing 
to the claim that it is a very good example of the 0(6.) limit of 
the IBM C3,43. This claim was based on an examination of the 196 low-lying energy levels of Pt and their -y-decay branching 
ratios. The agreement of these with the 0(6) limit has been 
described as "spectacular" C5D, and is regarded as one of the 
signal successes of the IBM. On the other hand, proponents of 
the geometric model have recently shown C63 that their model can 
do as well if the 0 2 state is interpreted as the bandhead of a 
second y band rather than a B band. We suggest herein that the 

196 properties of the first two excited states of Pt do favour 
the IBM, though not in its pure 0(6) limit. The crucial 
property is the relationship between the static electric 
quadrupole moment Q-+ of the first excited state, the reduced 
transition probability B(E2;0 -*22> between the ground and second 
excited states, and the excitation energies of the two excited 
states. 

Although the quadrupole moments of the first excited states 
of the stable, even-mass platinum isotopes have, for many years, 
been regarded as well determined quantities, recently published 
work has undermined this view C73. These quadrupole moments 
were first measured by Glenn et al. at Pittsburgh who obtained, 

194 
in particular, 0.64+0.16 e b for Pt and 0.51+0.18 e b for 
196 + 

Pt (assuming constructive interference from the second 2 
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state) C83. Subsequently a group at Rochester is reported to 
have obtained 0.63+0.06 e b for 1 9 4Pt and 0.82±0.06 e b for 

Pt C93. Although the Rochester results are widely quoted, 
they have never been published and it is therefore not possible 
to evaluate their quality. Recently the Pittsburgh group 

194 remeasured the quadrupole moment of Pt C73. They now obtain 
Q 2+ = 0.13±0.17 e b, a result which is consistent with zero. 
They attribute the difference between their old and new values 
to an incorrect allowance in their earlier experiment for the 
effects of other platinum isotopes in the targets. Their 
published target compositions C83 suggest that these problems 

196 would have been at least as great for Pt, which reduces the 
credibility of their results for that nucleus. The value for 

log 

Q 2+ of Pt is particularly significant since the 0(6) limit 
predicts that Q-+ equals zero. A non-zero quadrupole moment can 
be obtained only by sacrificing the 0(6) symmetry; an admixture 
of the SU(3) limit of the IBM can reproduce the Rochester value 
of Q 2+ C10D. These considerations clearly call for a definitive 
measurement of Q 2+ of X 3 0Pt. A result similar to the new result 

194 196 
for Pt, that is, consistent with zero, would restore Pt as 
the archetypal 0(6) nucleus. 

He have employed the reorientation effect in Coulomb 
excitation to measure Q 2+ and B(E2;0+-»2+) for Pt using the 
particle-singles technique Cll,123. In order to obtain 
substantial redundancy and increased confidence in the correctness of our result, we have made measurements under four 
different experimental conditions: the backscatterlng of 0, 
12 4 4 
C and He and the scattering of *He through 90*. The ion 
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beams were obtained from the 14UD Pelletron at the ANU. 
Targets, which consisted of platinum metal enriched to 97.5* in 
196 

Pt and evaporated onto thin carbon backings, had thicknesses 
_2 in the range 3-15 ug cm . Backscattered particles were 

detected with an annular silicon surface-barrier detector at a 
mean scattering angle of 174.8°. The measurements at 90° were 
made with an Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph equipped with 
a position-sensitive proportional counter. 

Peak areas, and hence excitation probabilities P e x p* were 
extracted from the spectra In a manner described previously 
Cll,123. Small contributions to the spectra from Pt isotopes 

196 other than Pt were accounted for using the supplier's assay 
and B(E2) values from the literature CIO,133. Errors due to 
elastic scattering from target contaminants were shown to be 
negligible by bombarding the targets with low energy 0 ions. 
Data were obtained at the following bombarding energies: 55-61 
MeV ( 1 60), 41-56 MeV ( 1 2C), 14.1-15.6 MeV (4He, 174.8°) and 
16.8-18.4 MeV (4He, 90°). Only those energies where Coulomb-
nuclear interference was negligible were used to obtain Q-+ 
C143. The maximum safe energy in each case was determined by 
inspecting the variation with energy of the ratio p

e X D
/ p r o u i * 

where Pg o ui is the excitation probability computed with the de 
Boer-Winther Coulomb-excitation code. The energies so chosen 
were 61, 46, 15.6 and 18.2 MeV respectively. 

To calculate P C o u l ' matrix elements connecting the 0* and 
2 states to higher excited states are required. We have used 
all previously measured E2 matrix elements known to us CIO,153. 
These involve the l\, 4 +, ot, 4~ and 6 + states, which are 
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196 the only states observed in the Coulomb excitation of Pt by 
cp 4. + 
Ni C10D. Peaks corresponding to the 2 2 and 4 states were 

observed in all of our backscattering spectra. The intensities 
of the 2- peaks are consistent with the adopted matrix elements 
but those of the 4 + peaks require the inclusion of the E4 matrix 
element MQ4=<0+||M(E4)||4+>. Adopting tht convention in which 
<0+||M(E2)I|2+>'2+||M(E2)I|4+> is positive, we obtain either 
MQ4=0.16+0.06 e b 2 or MQ4=-0.24+0.06 e b 2. All of the usual 
small corrections were applied C123. The net effect of these 
was to increase Q~+ by 0.03 e b without changing the 
B(E2;0+-»2+). Relativistlc corrections were not applied as there 
is no theory *"or 90° scattering. 

Fig.l shows values of P e x p T versus p, the sensitivity to 
Q2+. The quant it i 23 f and p are defined in ref.CHD. The 
result is Q2+=0.79±0.12 e b and B(E2;0+-»2+) = 1.382+0.006 e 2b 2, 
assuming that, as predicted by the rotation-vibration model 
C163, M Q 4 is positive. The uncertainties include, in addition 
to the statistical uncertainty and uncertainties in spectrum 
analysis, the effects of uncertainties in the beam energy, the 
scattering angles, the higher-state matrix elements and a 50% 
uncertainty in the correction for the giant dipole resonance. 
Notwithstanding suggestions to the contrary in the analysis of 
the earlier experiments C8,93, the usual ambiguity arising from 
the effect of the 2- state does net occur in this case, since it 
is now known that B<E2;0+->22> is less than 3xl0"6 e 2b 2 C153. An 
ambiguity does arije from the value of M Q 4. If it were 
negative, which Is contrary to the predictions of the rotation-
vibration model, then the value of Q 2+ obtained would be smaller 
by 0.16 e b. 
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Our value for Q 2+ agrees with the unpublished Rochester 
value C9D, whi:h was obtained by observing particle-gamma ray 
coincidences following Coulomb excitation. While the agreement 
between the results of these two quite different experiments may 
be regarded as settling the experimental value of Q 2

+» a 

confirmatory measurement using muonic X-rays would be useful. 
Our B(E2;0+->2+) is the most precise yet published and is in good 
agreement with that deduced from a recent lifetime measurement 
CIO]. 

It is a striking feature of the nucleus Pt, and one 
apparently not remarked upon before, that the value of Q 2+ is 
very large compared with the value of B(E2;0 -»2 ) for a nucleus 
in which the second 2 + state lies so close to the fir?i 2 
state. This is illustrated in fig.2(a) which shows the ratio 
R1=Q2+/CB(E2;0+->2+)31/2 against the ratio of the excitation 
energies of the 2 + and 2 2 states. The lines marked ARM and RVM 
show the predictions of the rigid asymmetric rotor model C17D 
and the rotation-vibration model C163. The relationship 
between R, and E 2+/E 2+ predicted by the ARM is parameterized 
by one quantity, the asymmetry angle y. In the case of the RVM, 
there are two parameters: E/e and Eg/e where E , E« are the 
quanta of the y and B vibrations and e is the characteristic 
rotational energy. The line marked RVM-1 shows the variation 
with E /e for Eo/e*90 and that marked RVM-2 for E„/e«17.4. The 
former is the largest value of EL/e tabulated in ref.C163 and 
corresponds to almost complete neglect of B vibrations. The 
latter is appropriate for Pt if the 0 3 »tate is taken as the 
B bandhead. Fig.2(a) shows that the observed value of 
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E-+/E2+ cannot be reproduced by the ARM for any value of y and 
that those values of the parameters of the RVM which give the 
correct value of E 2+/E 2+ underestimate the value of R, by over 
two standard deviations. The disagreement with the RVM would be 
much reduced if the opposite sign of M Q 4 were used in the 
analysis, but the RVM requires the choice of sign adjpted. The 
disagreement could also be reduced by reducing the value of 
Eo/e, but then the excited 0 states would not be properly 
accounted for. If discrepancies in the predictions of the 
energies of the levels are tolerated, then both models can be 
adjusted to give the right value of R,. One obtains 
<rs35.5°±1.4° using the asymmetric rotor model, and, from the 
rotation-vibration model, E /e=8.6±1.5, with little sensitivity 
to Eg/e. That neither of these is satisfactory is shown by 
fig.2(b), which is a plot of the ratio 
R2=CB(E2;0+-»22>/B(E2;0+-»2+)31/2 against the same ratio used in 
fig.2(a). The extremely small experimental limit C15D on R 2 

requires either Y S30.00°±0.09° or E /e<5. The conflict is 
clear. 

It may be argued that the ARM and RVM are both rather 
extreme simplifications of the complete Bohr-Mottelson model 
CI3. This Is true, but, insofar as the results of the ARM and 
RVM expose the basic physics contained in the geometric model, 
It might be supposed that more detailed calculations would not 
show very different behaviour. The results of two such 
calculations C6,183, shown In fig.2, indicate that this is the 
case. The calculations of ref.C183 give the right result for R 1 

but overestimate R 2; those of ref.C63, while obtaining a small 
value of R2' underestimate R^. 
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196 As mentioned above, it has been claimed C33 that Pt is 
an example of the 0(6) limit of the IBM with perhaps a small 
admixture of the SU(3) limit C4,101. In the 0(6) limit, R1=0 

1 qc 
while in the SIN3) limit, R^O.912 since Pt is supposed to 
have six active bosons. These predictions 
(fig.2) are independent of the value of E 2+/E 2+. Both limits 
predict R2=0« Ifc nay b e imagined that an acceptable fit can be 
found with some combination of 0(6) and SU(3), but, while R 2 is 
strictly zero in both limits, it may move away from zero in the 
mixed case C193. Despite this, Bolotin et al.CIO] manage to 
obtain a reasonable fit to R, and R 2, although there are other 
problems, such as underestimating the value of B(E2;2 -»22) by a 
factor of two C103. The IBM calculations of Bijker et al. C20D, 
who used the version of the IBM in which neutron and proton 
bosons are distinguished, give the worst result for R, of all of 
the calculations displayed. 

The boson expansion theory is also reasonably successful in 
obtaining C21D a large R 1 and small R 2, suggesting that the 
difficulties with the foundations of this model C22D are not of 
practical importance. 

196 
It may be concluded that no description of Pt yet 

presented predicts the properties of its first two excited 
states with complete success. In particular, it seems that 
196 

Pt Is not an 0(6) nucleus, nor can it be described by either 
of the standard simplifications of the Bohr-Mottelson model. It 
may well be that the full Bohr-Mottelson model will only succeed 196 for Pt if It can be found to contain effects which are not 
characteristic of either the ARM or RVM. About equal success in 
reproducing the values of R^ and R 2 is achieved by the boson 
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IBM. Both of these calculations, however, share the general 
failure to reproduce the value of E 2+/E 2+. 

•2 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l Values of P e x p/f versus the sensitivity parameter p. 
The slope of the fitted line equals B(E2).Q2+ and the 
y-intercept is the B(E2). Each data point is the 
average of results obtained at between six and eight 
different bombarding energies. 

Fig.2 Plots of (a) R1=Q2+/CB(E2;0+-*2+)31/2 and (b) R 2= 
CB(E2;0+->22>/B(E2;0+-»2+)31/2 versus E 2+/E 2+ . The 
lines show the predictions of the asymmetric rotor 
model (ARM), the rotation-vibration model (RVM-1, RVM-
2) and the SU(3) and 0(6) limits of the IBM. The 
points sb"w the results of specific calculations within 
the frameworks of the Bohr-Mottelson (BM), interaction 
boson (IBM) and boson expansion (BET) models. 

• 
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